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2 Types of Percussion Instruments:

I. Pitched Instruments

(1) Timpani
• Use 4.
• Excellent for articulating form in 18th- and 19th-century music.
• Avoid fast changes in tuning. Allow at least 5-6 seconds for tuning changes. When

a note is retuned use the phrase "change Bb to C#” or simply "Bb to C#.”
• Use only notes that fit into the harmony (usually the bass note).
• Use accidentals (no key signature).

(2) All “keyboard” type instruments (marimba, xylophone, glockenspiel, chimes/tubular bells)
are available in the high school orchestra (although the vibraphone is scarce).

II. Non-Pitched Instruments

(1) Drums - snare, field, tom-toms, bass drum
• Some stick techniques:

(2) Cymbals - ride/suspended, crash, Chinese (rare), splash (rare)
(3) gongs - tam-tam (the big one! It can add reverberation to a chord). Smaller gongs,

nipple gongs.
(4) Misc. - triangle, tambourine, wood blocks should be available.

The Percussion section

2 basic categories of use:

(1) Used for thematic or structural articulation (as the timpani is often used).
(2) Used for purposes of adding color. The percussion section is by far the most versatile in

terms of timbre.



Summary of the Percussion Section’s Strengths

(1) Variety of color.
(2) Extremely wide dynamic range.
(3) Ability to achieve a wide number of contrasting textures.

Arranging the Instruments on the Score:

• Percussion section goes underneath the brass.
• Use “high/low” method:

Triangle
Castenets
Cymbals
Snare Drum
Tom-toms
Bass Drum
Keyboard Instruments

Beaters/Mallets

See Figure 14.2, pg. 269 of Kennan.

Acoustical Considerations (not necessarily just for percussion)

• An instrument that has one dimension unique from the rest is most likely to project.
• The timbre of an instrument may be influenced by where the instrument is struck and 

what resonators are part of or near the instrument.
• Tone quality may be affected by:

1) The relative strengths of the modes* (the different ways a vibrating medium 
vibrates). A defined pitch is produced when the modes are all members of a 
harmonic series. A noisy effect is produced when the modes are in 2 or 
more different harmonic series. Prominent high modes produce a brighter 
sound. Prominent low modes produce a darker/deeper sound.

2) The shape and material of the vibrating body. Harder material produces a 
brighter sound.
3) How loudly the instrument is played. Louder tones are brighter than softer ones.
4) Where the instrument is struck. The middle is darker than the edge.
5) The size of the striking surface. Larger instruments produce lower pitches.

• Timbre is not constant but changes during decay.
• The instrument’s sustain will be longer if:

1) It is relatively large.
2) One of its dimensions is different from the others.
3) There are no resonators.
4) It is struck at a point that emphasizes its fundamental.
5) The striking area of the striking implement is large and soft.

• A striking implement with a smaller or harder striking surface will produce a more 
articulated attack than one with a larger or softer one.

• An instrument sounds most strongly in the direction in which its largest surfaces face.

*A vibrating medium actually vibrates in many ways at the same time. These different ways,
called "modes," have different rates of vibration, or pitches, and different strengths. It is
generally thought that if the loudest pitches produced by these modes are members of a
harmonic series, a single pitch will predominate. If any pitch is not in the same harmonic series
as the others, it is said to be "inharmonic," and will project a dissonant or "noisy" effect. Clarity
of pitch, then, depends upon how well the modes of vibration correspond to a harmonic series.


